Greetings!

This week we hear from Tim and Gina as they share their story of faith, love, and dedication in our fourth and final Story Project. While going through the process of adopting five children, Positive Life Radio gave them the comfort and support they needed to make it through the difficult days.

Already parents of two children in their twenties, Tim and Gina felt called to open their home to more children who needed a family. When the kids were having a hard time sleeping, radio's in their rooms playing Positive Life Radio helped them make it through the night. Later, when Tim and Gina faced the possibility of losing one of their babies because of legal struggles, the Prayer Center at plr.org helped Gina work through the crippling stress and heartbreak she was feeling.

I hope you'll listen to Tim and Gina's story by clicking the image below, and be blessed today. Also, I encourage you to listen to Positive Life Radio during our fall fundraiser next week, September 17-19 for more stories like this one. It is truly amazing to see how God uses this station to change lives!

Blessings,

Paul Richardson
General Manager
Positive Life Radio